
Benelux 

Market overview  

• We are a so called established market. Very stable, producing a 3 to 5% growth each year. As we have 

only 17 million inhabitants in the Netherlands and 10 million in Belgium, we have a high density of 

travelers. Four out of 100 travel to the USA each year. Therefore, we do have more second, third, fourth 

and more time visitors. They are willing to explore other regions than Florida, New York and the West 

Coast. The average traveler from the Benelux will travel more than once in a lifetime to the USA, which 

makes secondary destinations like the New England region more and more popular. In general, a party 

(average number of 3 people) will make a round trip of about 18 days, traveling mostly by car, sometimes 

by RV. As the average budget to spend on a vacation is $3500.- p.p. (including airfare), the average 

spending per day is approximately $ 200. In 2015 the Benelux reached the milestone of 1 million travellers 

to the USA. 

• In 2015, the total number (to all destinations) of Belgian travelers was 5.2 million, 11.4 million of the 

Dutch traveled and 0.4 million from Luxembourg. They all traveled more often than one time. In total, the 

Belgians were good for 13 million vacations, the Dutch for 42.2 million and Luxembourg 1.3 million. This 

means that a Belgian travels an average of 2.3 times a year, the Dutch 3.4 times and the Luxembourg 

people 4.1 times per year. With these figures combined you can determine the Dutch having a great 

volume and high participation. Potential is in turning domestic to outbound. For the Belgians, the 

potential is increasing the participation and frequency. This can help in setting strategic goals in 

communication. 

• Concerning travel to the USA and in line with other European countries, the first half year of 2016 showed 

a decrease, for the Netherlands a minus 8.4%, from 432,355 to 395,916. We hope, the final figures for 

2016 (to be expected around June) will show a more positive result. In general, we believe decreases 

always mainly effect the top 3 destinations. This means less traffic to New York because people are more 

afraid to visit big cities, less traffic to Florida, as it’s more easily exchangeable by other destinations with 

blue water and pearl white beaches. The DNE region appeals more to the third, fourth and more time 

visitors and these people choose it for the uniqueness, so it is likely to be less affected. 

• In 2015, we achieved being the next 1 million passenger market, 1,065,000 from the Benelux traveled to 

The USA -- a healthy growth. 

 Key initiatives / recent results 

• Create more awareness with tour operators (both trade and consumer activities) and lobby with airlines 

to increase flights to the region. 

o 98 tour operators offer travel to the USA 

o 43 tour operators offer travel to Maine 

o 56 tour operators offer travel to Massachusetts 

o 41 tour operators offer travel to New Hampshire 

o 35 tour operators offer travel to Vermont 

o 9 tour operators offer travel to Connecticut 

o 34 tour operators offer travel to Rhode Island 

• In the strategic vision, the Benelux market is qualified as an established market and marketing plans can 

be adapted according to the vision. Looking at the specific markets and how trends are developing, we 

see that each market has its specifics and has to be targeted differently. 

• In the Benelux, we notice that online presence should be the number one priority to apply marketing 

funds. The consumer gets inspired to travel by what they find on the Internet and only 15% of travel to 

the USA is booked as a packaged tour. So besides aiming on the tour operators, it is good to combine this 



with consumer interaction. However, the tour operators are key as well and important in spreading the 

message. A large part of this group is USA specialists with enhanced websites filled with content. The 

content of their websites consists mostly of destination information and sample itineraries. 

• Accessibility is key. The new route from Airberlin to Boston helps. There are flights from Amsterdam, 

Brussels and Dusseldorf. Direct flights with Delta (Boston) and with stop overs with Lufthansa, British 

Airways and Icelandair. There are also flights to Hartford. Consumers are influenced by social media and 

are looking for unique experiences and destinations. They want to meet the locals, are looking for 

authenticity and off the beaten track destinations and adventures. 

Outlook/Trends 

• Some trends worldwide are also applicable for the Benelux. For example, the growth of the population. 

Forecast is 11.9 million inhabitants in Belgium and 18.1 million inhabitants in the Netherlands in 2030. As 

we are already having a high density in the population the desire for space and nature will only grow. 

• Further aging of the population is also an issue. However, the new “old people” are not the “old people” 

of 30 years ago. They have money, time and are well known with traveling and will continue this after 

their retirement. It is expected that in 2030, 25% of the population in Europe and the USA will be 60 years 

or older. In 2040, they even expect 25% of the Belgium population older than 65 while this will be 27% in 

the Netherlands. 

• As the middle class is already pretty established in Europe and the USA this will not grow enormously. But 

we will have to compete with a huge growing middle class in India and China, all new potential travelers. 

People traveling was 1.2 billion in 2015 and this will grow to 1.4 billion in 2020 and 1.8 billion in 2030, 

3.3% growth each year. However, the established countries will continue to contribute the larger part of 

travel.  

• As the number of wealthy people will grow further, the difference will continue to be larger, the need for 

luxury travel will further grow. Price will not be the leading impulse but the desire for experiences and 

inspiration. Good accommodation is part of this experience. 

• Promoting travel in the shoulder seasons will become more evident as the number of people traveling in 

high season is reaching maximum capacity for some highlights. The fact that elderly people will travel 

more is positive for this goal. They have more time to travel outside high season. 

• The change of climate will affect quite a lot of regions, however the DNE region seems to be in a safe 

zone. They are hardly affected by extreme drought, shortage of water and air pollution. 

• Another plus for the DNE region is that the new generation, the Millennials and the Generation Z will 

grow up realizing they have to take care of the planet. A clean, spacious region as the DNE region will gain 

in popularity to this target group. This group is also very familiar with e-commerce, social media and 

mobile use so these distribution channels will further be more important to use. 

• The upswing of home based travel agents, as well as the success of specialized tour operators and on line 

direct sellers, fits perfectly in this trend. All tour operators have good websites, they are easy to find, most 

of their staff has visited the USA several times and they sell mostly tailor-made itineraries. Customized 

tours give the consumer the assurance that his vacation will be that unique experience. The Dutch love 

the wideness of nature, the endless possibilities for outdoor experiences and active travel. And you can 

perfectly combine this in the NE region with history, culture and food. We live in a very crowded country, 

we love it, but we love to leave it every year as well. 

 


